Recent Customer Comments
From Steve Hagar-6/28/10- Denver, Colorado
Hi Walt: I enjoyed meeting you the other day and thanks for spending some time with me
tying-it paid off. I just returned from our Idaho steelhead trip a couple of days ago. We fished
exclusively with Otter Soft Milking eggs. Three of us landed more than 60 fish and one guy
only fished 1.5 days. Fairly crowded fishing which was kind of fun 'cause people kept asking
"What are you using?" Two of the days we out fished everyone around us. Hooked up
on at least 30 more fish we were unable to land. All fish were between 20" and 26" - We saw
a few in the 30" range, but could not hook up.
Every color caught fish-we tried all I purchased. The Tango/Silver Flash was productive
and your Dead Egg White produced. Most fish caught on the 6mm size although the largest
fish were on a single 8mm (Ruby for me and Tango for my friend). We used the inserted
bead inside the egg- can't say for sure if that made a difference as we caught a lot of fish with
the bead and without. .Many thanks for helping to make it a great trip. I've attached a couple
of pictures...Steve Hagar

From Dave Pringle-8/28/10-Apalachia, New York
Walt: I received your package today. A Big Thanks for all the free samples! Love the way
you keep coming up with new ideas and product. I think these “Dead Egg White” eggs are
going to work great. I will try to get you a pic out in mid September as our opener is 9/15. I
am interested in this tubing and pegging you wrote to me about. Appreciate any other info
you can share that I can understand a little better. I put nearly 200 steelhead in the net last
year and your product was responsible for a large part of them. I have shared with a few
of my other closest friends and they are now using your product as well. Thanks again for
your kindness...Dave Pringle

From Bob Aloi, 10/01/10 – Koontz Lake, Indiana:
Walt: Thanks for the free samples .Had a great “Good Friday” on the Salmon River in Pulaski
NY with my Uncle. We had fresh skein, but we tried the Apricot single eggs on a sinking tip
and that was the ticket. Hooked and released half a dozen like this. Those scud hooks were
awesome…very strong!!! Just wanted to take a minute to say thanks-Bob Aloi

From: Richard Markland, 10/22/ 2010- Elizabethon, Tennessee:
Walt: My fishing buddy and I are going out to The Little Red in Arkansas next month. The

guy that went with him last year used your Otter’s eggs and absolute caught the daylights
out of fish. We are really looking forward to using them here in Northeast Tennessee and in
Arkansas. I received my shipment yesterday. You make an incredible product and I can’t
wait to drop one in the water. Thanks, Richard Markland

From Steve Engroff, 10/ 27/10- State College, Pennsylvania:
Walt: Also, I will attach a picture of one of the browns the fell for the 6mm Dead Egg White
last weekend - he came from a pool that holds a number of good fish, but they are very well
educated. Generally, if I am very careful, I get a chance to fool one, but if I miss a strike or
catch one fish, that is all you get. The rest of the fish know exactly what is up from there on.
Last week with the Dead Egg White they couldn't help themselves - I caught 6 good fish in a
row, and lost two very good fish. I have never been able to fool them like this before. Thanks
for the great products. Steve Engroff

From Paul Gilbert, 10/28/10 - Sherwood, Wisconsin (Marketing Manager,
wisconsinoutdoorfun.com):

This is an amazing product. It works like no other egg pattern out there. I use the eggs for
salmon, steelhead, browns, and lakers. In the fall, the Ruby and clear Tangerine eggs have
been the mainstays. I fish them as an egg pattern or tie them into an egg sucking hex
pattern. When spring comes the Ruby and Tango patterns work best right after ice out. As
the weather warms, the Soft Sucker Spawn eggs become the pattern of choice. I live about
30 min south of Green Bay so most of my fishing is on the Manitowoc, Kewaunee, Oconto,
Sheboygan and Milwaukee Rivers. Sincerely, Paul Gilbert

From Ed Garrigan, 11/13/10- Parker, Colorado:
Walt: Received the egg order yesterday in great condition. Thank you for the effort you put
forth in getting to me in a timely manner. No, sorry, have not taken any more pictures,
although the other week I had a very rewarding experience catching a number of nice size
rainbows – using your Otter egg patterns. I’ll definitely keep you in mind should I hook up
with some nice trout; either this season or next. Respectfully, Ed Garrigan

From Gary Burns, 11/ 22/10 -Katy, Texas:
Walt: I've known for some time that eggs work well on the Guadalupe River but recently a master fly
fisherman (Ron McAlpin) put a post on the GRTU Lease Member web forum (Guadalupe River Trout
Unlimited, http://www.grtu.org/forums) specifically mentioning that he fished Otter's Soft Milking
Eggs with a barbless free hook when he's rigging streamside, so I Googled it and found your
website. Ron said he was taught about Otter's eggs by Frank Smethurst, host of Trout Unlimited's
"On the Rise" TV series, when they were filming a segment on the Guad last year. Frank's motto
for Otter's eggs: "When you absolutely, positively need to catch a fish right
now". Regards, Gary Burns

From Lawrence Perry, 11/23/10-Loveland, Colorado:
Howdy Otter: I had a wonderfully successful fishing trip to the Miracle Mile in Wyoming.
It’s never fished better, and I think it has to do with high water and these incredible Otter’s
Soft Milking Egg patterns I used. They’re so realistic the fish can’t deny them. I caught fish
on all egg colors and sizes. The Kiwi Opaque seemed be very effective. All the best! Lewy

From Dave Silcock, 12/7/10--Salmon River area- Idaho
I ordered a bunch more of your Otter Soft Milking Eggs. I absolutely hammered the fish
with them this last year. I only had time to fish the Salmon River but it was a great season.
We doubled the limit here in Idaho from 40 to 80 last Spring. I carded 80 steelhead and
probably released three fish for every one kept. I love the tangerine opaque but I have caught
fish on just about every other one. David Silcock

From Mark Thibodeau-12/5/10-Ellington, Connecticut:
Otter: OK Thanks Walt. I have done well with Otters eggs. This one couldn’t resist a blue egg
dressed up with a little pearl wing n flash. On the Salmon River in NY State-Regards, Mark

Marcin Targonsdki -11-30-2010- Stamford, Connecticut:
Otter: WENT TO ERIE PA FOR THE THANKSGIVING WEEKEND. WE STAYED
AT WALNUT CREEK MOST OF THE TIME. TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
WAS THE BEST FISHING EVER. BEEN USING SOFT MILIKNG EGG
PATTERNS AND THE APRICOT OPAQUE, TANGERINE AND SALMON EGG
DID THE WORK…THANK YOU WALT!!!!!! YOU THE MAN…….MARCIN

Warren Lehmeier- 12-5-10-Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
A gentleman from Kane PA and I had a discussion while fishing Walnut Creek in Erie PA. He
caught his limit of steelhead on your eggs! Thanks again. Warren

Carl Wallace, 12-5-10-Grand Junction, Colorado:
Walt, Your soft milking egg pattern is great! Your order/payment process is
Terrible! But, you have a wonderful product! I am a HUGE fan! I have caught more fish on
Otter's eggs the last two years than any other pattern. Gunnison (main, Lake Fork, North
Fork), East, Uncompahgre, Cimarron, Yampa, Blue, N. Platte, Colorado, Grand Mesa, Green,
and San Miguel this year alone! I have given away dozens of them to guys who ask "what in
the hell are YOU using?" I tell them to check out your website. The flies are quick, easy and
cheap to tie- perfect for novice tiers. What could be better? Effective AND economical!
Suggestion: sell the hooks and thread along with the eggs and veil as a "kit." Respectfully,
Thanks and Best Wishes, Carl Wallace

Gary Benke, 9/13/2010 Belle Mead, New Jersey:
Hi Walt: We did OK on Dollies and also Sockeyes on Quartz Creek, Alaska. I was amazed
that the sockeyes which never hit flies or eggs coming up the Kenai, but on their spawning
beds are very aggressive and attack the Soft Milking Eggs. It was a 8mm egg, Salmon egg

color. We also did pretty well on Silver Salmon out of Seward. I will be up in Pulaski, NY
Sept 23-24 and 25th. Will let you know how I do....expect to ONLY fish with the Soft Milking
Eggs. Will test out the 6, 8 and 10mm eggs in Dead Egg White, Salmon Egg, Tangerine
Opaque, Ruby, Tango/ Silver Flash, and Tango, Gary M. Benke

Steve Hagar, 4/30/2010- Denver, Colorado:
Walt: I enjoyed meeting you the other day and thanks for spending some time with me tyingit paid off. I just returned from our Idaho steelhead trip a couple of days ago. We fished
exclusively with Otter eggs on the Salmon River near Stanley, Idaho. Three of us landed
more than 60 fish and one guy only fished 1.5 days. Fairly crowded fishing which was kind of
fun 'cause people kept asking "What are you using?" Two of the days we out fished
everyone around us. Hooked up on at least 30 more fish we were unable to land. All fish
were between 20" and 26" - We saw a few in the 30" range, but could not hook up. Every
color caught fish-we tried all I purchased. The Tango/Silver Flash was productive and your
new "Dead Egg White" colored egg produced. Most fish caught on the 6mm size although the
largest fish were on a single 8mm (Ruby for me and Tango for my friend). We used the
inserted bead - can't say for sure if that made a difference as we caught a lot of fish with the
bead and without. Many thanks for helping to make it a great trip. Steve Hagar

Matt Smiley, 2/26/10, Denver, Colorado:
Hi Walt: I have been hammering some real nice fish on your eggs. They out fish even my
finest egg patterns I have used. Attached are a couple of the nice fish I have caught on them
in the last year. One is a wild Colorado River Cutthroat with egg in mouth, the other a very
large Snake River Cutt caught during this spring’s early spawn. Thanks again – these truly do
work great! Matt

Dave Pringle 12/23/2009 - Appalachia, New York
Walt: Thanks for producing such a great product! I have been using your eggs for the past
three years for Steelhead on the Salmon River in Upstate New York. They are my go to flies
(6mm eggs) and have consistently produced over 100 steelhead a year for me. I have just
begun to tie with your new 8mm eggs, and they too are meeting with favorable results. Keep
up with the new products! Dave

Lyle Graff- 12/18/2009, Nye, Montana:
Hi Walt: My son roped me into a 3-day Bighorn Cast & Blast last Sunday-Tuesday, Dec. 1315th. The high temp the first 2 days was -4 d F, not much fun floating and our reels kept
freezing up, but the hunting was great. Finally, on Tues. the temps rose to the 20_s and we
absolutely crushed them on your eggs. It was probably the best single day of fishing in my
life. We lost count of the numbers; anyway that only counts in golf! Sometimes fish were
hitting your egg only a couple of inches after it hit the water, almost like a dry fly! Everything
was caught on one of Otter’s “Soft Milking Egg” patterns, in the Apricot 6 mm size. No double
flies or fancy set ups-just a single egg! As they say in Montana-“Ya done me right”! Lyle Graff
-Merco Products “rite “tm bobbins.

Rick Schroeder- Spring, 2010-Colorado:
Walt: I have been using your Otter Soft Milking Egg pattern for a couple years.I do not fish
egg patterns year round usually only during the Kokanee salmon runs here in Colorado. I
target the brown trout that hang behind the Kokanee salmon pods waiting for eggs. I have
found that your eggs are the most life like eggs out there; the fact that they are soft has
put them at the top of the list as fish do not spit them out and I have had more hook ups
because of it. Rick (rick.schroeder@coloradomountainfishing.com)

Rick with a nice Dream Stream brown!

Zach Forman, 12/14/10- Arizona:
Walt: Your patterns yielded 5 fish over 5 lbs. this fall. We got some HUGE Browns two weeks
ago on your eggs... Largest was 9 lbs. Absolutely love them. Tangerine is still the best

color. The picture of this brown went 7.5 lbs on the Boga grip. Thanks for your great patterns
and colors! – Zach

Zach with a 7.5 # Brown taken on a Tangerine 6 mm Otter’s Egg pattern.

Otter’s Note: Zach is the guy who put me onto how to single or double wrap a
small red or orange glass bead onto your leader and then pulling the soft egg over
the bead (through the hole made in the egg by the hook as you thread the egg over
the hook shank and then push it up onto the leader). Prior to this, I was anchoring
the bead outside and below the soft egg, but Zach’s method is the best way to “peg”
these soft eggs!!! It also produces an “Embryo Egg” that is pegged!!!!Thanks,
Zach!
Donny Zignego,-2/14/11- Bozeman, Montana & Clearwater River, Idaho
Otter: I guide out of Bozeman, MT for Dead Drift Outfitters (http://www.deaddriftoutdoors.com/about.cfm)
and an avid user of your Otter's Soft Milking Eggs... They are unbelievable- I fish them exclusively
for my egg patterns. I go through them like crazy during the egg season. I have turned a lot of people
onto your products, in which a lot of them again fish those Otter Eggs almost exclusively. I love
fishing your product, and I do “peg” beads and have fished Alaska as well. On my last few recent trips
here locally in Montana fishing your Otter’s Soft eggs I have out fished guys using pegged beads 10
to 1. Also, we just got back from the Clearwater River in Idaho and my buddy couldn't touch a fish on
“pegged” beads, and I was crushing them on your Otter’s Soft Eggs. I love them! – Donny

Donny Zignego - Clearwater River, ID- Feb.11-13, 2011-All on Otter’s Eggs!

Brooks Jessen- Missoula, Montana & Clearwater River, Idaho- JanuaryFebruary of 2011
Walt: Otter’s Eggs have out produced any other egg pattern for me on the Clearwater and
locally here in Montana (bjessen717@yahoo.comclassicjourneyoutfitters.com)!-Brooks

Brooks Jessen on the Clearwater River, Idaho- all on Otter’s Eggs!

Bob Stockton, 2/1/11- New York
Otter: I saw your presentation last month at Somerset, N.J. Although dubious, I
purchased some 8 mm Apricot clear Otter’s Eggs and tied up a half dozen flies as an
experiment for a trip to the Salmon River in Pulaski, NY on February 6, 2011 with my son.
We used my usual Estaz fly patterns all day and took one 24" Brown in five hours. About to
give up, we decided to try the crowded and over fished lower fly zone at 4PM.
Well. OK, I will say "Uncle!" We caught seven Steelies in one hour including a 32" 12 lb.
Behemoth. You are right- these realistic Otter Soft Eggs work when nothing else
produces, particularly in pressured water. Thanks for great and successful
product. My second order is on the way. I almost want to keep your product a
secret!!-Bob Stockton

Larry Seely, -1/13/11 Bloomsburg, PA
Hi Walt: My son and I have been serious steelhead and brown trout fisherman for the last six
years fishing mainly in Erie and Oak Orchard NY. We would usually use an assortment of
glow bugs, wooly buggers, scuds and wax worms along with real salmon eggs purchased in
Erie. That was until two years ago. After seeing and talking with you at the Somerset fly show
I decided to give your eggs a try. I bought the materials there and tied a few dozen clear kiwi
and buff colors in the 6mm size. To my surprise these eggs work great, not only for steelhead
but also brown trout. Now, I spend a lot less time tying time consuming flies that do not
always work and just go with an assortment of your eggs. They consistently catch fish. So,
to anyone out there who would like to catch more fish give these a try. They work! Thanks
for a great product. Larry

Bill Hager-12/16/10-Georgia:
Dear Walt-The Otter: I just thought I’d let you know that the trout in Georgia like Otter Eggs
too. I nearly cried when I lost my one and only Otter Egg to a tree limb (lots of those in
Georgia). I had caught seven trout prior to that and then went fishless for the next two hours
without your Otter Eggs! –Bill

Bob Woutila-2/4/11Dear Walt “The Otter: Received your Otter’s Soft Milking Eggs today and they are
outstanding. They look good enough to eat! I hope the steelhead feel the same! I will be
back for more-. Bob

Russell Gleixner - 4/26/11 - Pennsylvania
Hello! This is my order for my Otter eggs! I talked to a nice gentlemen on the phone last week
and I wanted to say thanks and I’ll send some pic’s of the big browns my father and I have
caught on your Otter eggs, I use them every single time I fish; in fact I have them on my line
95% of the time fishing for trout. Simply amazing! Thank you so much! Excellent Product! I
don't know how I ever did without them! Russell

Don Yelton-North Carolina-11/14/11
Dear Walt,
Thanks for letting me know my “Otter’s Eggs” are on their way. I do have a confession to
make though. A friend gave me a couple of your milk eggs to try. With the first egg I caught
10 before dark. A few days later I looked at what was left of the first egg and decided to use
a fresh one. I caught 12 nice rainbows and browns. The trout obviously love them and I
sure like the fact that they stay on hook for multiple hook-ups without being damaged.
I sure am glad I ordered more than two eggs before the government steps in and outlaw
them! Hope your business goes well and you ‘invent’ more great lures. Don Yelton

Greg "Jake" Jacobsen-New Jersey-11/14/11
Walt,
I have another fish story from this past weekend. I took my son fishing at the Kenlockwood
Gorge in Hunterdon County. We hit a few small trout on spinners in the morning, but once
the sun, and other fisherman came out, it got real tough. We walked up to a deep hole behind
a huge bolder that a fly fisherman was working. We watched as he swung his fly past visible
trout for _ an hour without catching anything.
I gave my son a yellow egg with a red bead inside. On his first cast he caught a 12 inch
rainbow, not a bad fish, but the minimum to keep a fish is 15 inches. He kept throwing the
egg to the top of the pool letting it bounce along the bottom, and he pulled 5 or 6 trout out of
it. The fly fisherman couldn’t believe it, he finally came over and asked me what he was
using and I said Otter’s Soft Milking Egg patterns. He asked where he could get some, so I
told him about your website.

We walked upstream for a mile or so to let the pool settle. When we got back, the fly guy
was there again and said he didn’t catch anything. I pegged an egg under a float and on the
second pass, hooked a 20+ inch rainbow. It took off upstream and broke off at the hook. The
fly guy was amazed! He said he’s never seen an imitation egg work so well.
I’m heading back up to the Salmon River Dec 3rd and 4th. Hopefully I’ll have pictures for you
then! Thanks, Jake

Terry Craig- Pennsylvania-11/1/11
Walt:
Just a note to say how pleased I was with the results of the Otter soft milking egg flies I tied
prior to my annual Lake Ontario Tribs fishing trip last week. The flies far out fished
anything I had used before. Prior to using these eggs I had been using a "veiled egg"
pattern with great success for the last five or six years but those flies were less than effective
this year. Using the soft eggs I hooked better than sixty fish over a 4 1/2 day period. Top
three fish were an 11 1/2# steelhead, 13# brown and a 12 1/2 # Coho. I know that size is not
too impressive in the West but where I was fishing those are all considered nice fish. You
made a believer out of me and I will be ordering more eggs and tying more flies before next
Fall. Thanks again for a great product. Thanks again-Terry

Kevin Newkirk-New York-11/3/11
I have sent the money through Pay Pal. Is your stock loaded and ready to ship?!? Please just
let me know when the order will be shipped. Thanks, thanks, thanks! These things are
incredible! Kevin Newkirk

Greg "Jake" Jacobsen-New Jersey-10/27/11
Hey Walt:
Check out the attached. My 13 year old son, using his fly rod and your 10 CM pegged egg
that I tied, nailed a Coho 3 minutes after we hit the Salmon River in Altmar NY. Sorry I didn’t
get a photo of the egg in the mouth, but I had 9 people with me and we we’re hitting Kings,
Cohos, and Steelhead all day.
Your egg is the BEST trout/Salmon/Steelhead egg I’ve ever used, bar none. I could
have made a bunch of money selling them on the river, the other fisherman were offering me
up to $5.00 a piece! But I did tell everyone where I got them from! Get ready for an increase
in your web traffic! Thanks, Jake

Jim Murphy- California 10/27/11
Hi Walt,
They got here today. Thank you for sending them so quickly. I have almost been in a panic
mode. They work significantly better than any other egg patterns I have used and I only
have one left.
Thanks, Jim

Jim Williams, Arkansas-10/14/11
Ordered some Otter’s eggs last year, but never got a chance to use them, until yesterday. I
hung 3 rainbows 18"or better and lost one bigger than that. My buddy and I caught fish until
our arms hurt (and that's no fish story). I lost a lot of eggs so I need to resupply. Order form
attached. We are the only ones having a lot of luck (I'd like to think it was due to our
incredible fishing skills, but I gave credit to your eggs! I showed a lot of folks your eggs
and they were impressed. Hope you get some orders from them. I’m looking forward to
getting another chance to use your product. Sincerely, Jim

Claude Moreau- Ontario, Canada-10/11/11
More detail on yesterday - We were fishing the lower end of the Nottawasaga River, a large
Georgian Bay tributary. Fishing conditions were quite challenging with record warm air temps,
and warm water to boot. We went out expecting to get more of a tan than early
fall Chrome. My 3 colleagues and I basically fished the same stretches of river, one after
another. I had 5 fish hit the embryo eggs and the best my buddies did was one fish
each on the roe bags. Coincidence? ... I will do more testing to confirm. I am a long
standing roe fisherman. The take on the embryo egg was different than the taps you often
get on roe. The hits on the embryo eggs were more like attacks - there was no mistaking
they were fish. Have to admit, the success using the embryo eggs was a surprise for
me, and an even bigger surprise to my fishing buddies... They will have a few of these
Otter Embryo Eggs in their vest for the next outing. Thanks, Claude

Carl Wallace-Grand Junction, CO - 2/6/12
Walt- Great website! I've visited most of your pages and found a wealth of information (I’m
especially interested in tying some embryo eggs and giving them a try). Your ordering
system looks easy to use. You even have kits for amateurs like me! I'll be putting it to the test
soon.
As always, I've found your Otter egg patterns among the most productive. Last summer I
used them on the South Platte, Eagle and Upper Arkansas and also in Utah, Wyoming,
Montana, Idaho and Oregon -- and had success everywhere. My favorites are the opaque
"glow in the dark" colors that seem to work best in deep or murky water (which we had a lot of
last year). My best fish last year (a 21" rainbow) was caught at the confluence of the

Colorado and Roaring Fork on a single white opaque 4mm egg. I've given dozens away to
other fisherman and shared your website link with my friends. You have a great line of
products. Best wishes for success with the new website! Carl Wallace

Dave Benes- Idaho- 2/22/12
Walt: I received the order last night and everything looks great! Thanks for sending the deep
red bead sample- I can get back with you after I feed some steelhead with both colors.
Having spent several years working in the FF industry, it's great to know that there are still
folks out there providing excellent service- I will be sure to use your company again. I was
turned onto your product by some friends while fishing in Idaho. The Tango Otter’s Egg, out
fished everything on the water that weekend including flies, bait and gear. Hopefully we
will find a few this year. Thanks again!
Dave Benes

John Keller- Dream Stream, Colorado- 3/16/12
Walt- Thanks for getting my order out so fast last week! I was on line early Thursday AM to
place the order and the order arrived Friday (next day!) at 1:30 PM. I was able to get some
eggs tied and try them out this week. See the results in the attached photo. Best Fishes.
John Keller

Garrett Marquez

Dream Stream, CO

3/30/12

Went fishing yesterday and had a great 30+ fish day.
All the fish where caught this day was on the 6mm Otter Eggs.
Thank you for the amazing product. Garrett Marquez

Anthony Hampton, Westminster, CO - 4/6/12
Walt -Thanks for sending me the free samples with my order this week. I will put those to
good use. I plan on taking your advice and will order some of the 6mm eggs and also some
of the Dead Egg White color too. I have to admit that I really hate ever being out fished
by my fly fishing buddies so I really appreciate your exceptional products and how
effectively they work. I have been knocking them dead on the Dream Stream over the last
two weeks. I attached a few pictures of some fish caught on the awesome Otter Eggs.
Thanks again, Anthony

Travis Stuckey- Dream Stream, CO - 4-2012
Thought you might want to see a fish caught with the egg you tied for me at the January
Sportsman Show in Denver. Thanks for the egg and the 27+ inch fish!
Travis Stuckey

Jeremy Trainor – Maine 5/6/12
Thanks Walt for a great product. I have been using these buff colored eggs for the sucker
spawn here in Maine since I found your product. They are so effective it's like cheating on
the big native brook trout! One single 4MM egg with some of the milking vein is key, but I
have been playing around with different sizes, etc. These eggs are so effective I have hooked
nice fish, broke them off, and 20 minutes later hooked and landed the same fish with my
other otter egg from the previous hook up in its mouth!
Jeremy Trainor

Andrew Gilbert- Lakewood, CO 6/7/12
Hello Walt: I just put in an order for the salmon colored 4mm eggs and some egg veil
material. The 4mm Otter’s Soft Milking salmon egg was absolutely lethal on the Blue
River in Silverthorne today. Unfortunately, I lost my last egg in a monster fish, and the rest
of my day was not nearly as productive. Several of the fish that took the egg were over 20".
Thanks for a great product!
Andrew Gilbert

Neil Piper- Canberra, Australia-6-21-12
G’day Walt
A quick one to advise that the gear & DVD etc arrived today. Many thanks for the couple of
pegged samples, etc. and the printed docs & notes. Greatly appreciated! Here are a couple
of snaps of your Otters Eggs where we fish in the Snowy Mountains area in New South
Wales.
We have quite a limited fishery here compared to you. Catch and release predominates, with
the exception of the odd one (which at pre-spawn closures time of the year must be 50cm +
(19.75 inches) for the smoker. That large hook jawed brown (est. 60cm + or23 _ inches) was
duped by a 6mm tangerine Otter’s Egg on size 14 hook!. I just wish we had some of your
massive steelhead over here.
PS: The “roos” are Easters Grays and the big males are massive – bigger than a man. Quite
commonly after you finish focusing along a stretch of water, only to look up and realize that
you’ve got a gallery of grey, rain-soaked onlookers!!
Cheers and regards and thanks-Neil

Neil Piper and trout caught in the Snowy Mountains of
Australia

